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 My philosphy of educational leadership is mostly aligned with 

the "What is Needed" side of the charts below. I am indebted to the 

work of Willard Daggett, Founder and Chairman of the International 

Center for Leadership in Education for clearly contrasting traditional 

practices and mindsets in education with practices that truly support 

students and teachers.  

Organizational Leadership 

 Emphasizing short term results while instilling fear in others to 

reach them only goes so far. While it may lead to a "quick win", or 

several of them over a period of time, the long term effects of such 

practice contribute to leadership impotence. Eventually the threats and 

sanctions either get more outrageous or those feeling threatened 

simply play along or move on. Threats do nothing to inspire anyone to 

improve. Isn't inspiration at the heart of education? 

True educational leaders set a vision and inspire people to lead in the 

way that is best for students. These leaders realize they do not have all 

the answers and work to promote a safe environment where change 

and innovation are encouraged and nurtured.  
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Instructional Leadership 

Some organizational leaders 

may fail to realize that when 

they operate primarily in the 

traditional mode, it weakens instructional leaders throughout the 

system. These people then tend to look back to what has been done in 

the past. Furthermore they do not encourage collaborative problem 

solving among those they lead but rather seek such answers from their 

boss. My approach is to collaborate with others in order to best meet 

student need. Collaboration fosters mutual respect and encourages 

safe, creative risk-taking for the sake of improving educational 

outcomes for every student. Collaboration also injects a degree of 

diversity into the process thereby reducing the potential for biases to 

negatively impact results. 

 

Teaching 

Teachers who act as facilitators rather than as dispensers of 

knowledge, successfully prepare their students with 21st century skills. 

The focus of instruction moves from the teacher dispensing content to 

the learner acquiring the skills necessary in order to learn and to keep 

learning. The question to ask is this: Are the children in this class 

actively learning? If the answer is "no", it might not just be a 

"The Daggett System for Effective Instruction 
is a way to transform a traditional system 
into one that better supports all teachers and 
more fully prepares every student for college, 
careers and citizenship." 
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characteristic of the teacher, but a symptom of an overall 

organizational structure that values passive top-down adherence, at 

the expense of organically fostered creative initiative. Being aware of 

traditional mindsets is the first step towards transforming public 

schools into the schools we truly need. 
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